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Aladdin Healthcare Technologies
TARGETING NEXT GENERATION BREAKTHROUGHS IN AGE-RELATED DISEASE

ACCELERATED BY THE INTEGRATION OF LEADING SCIENCE AND A.I
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Our Vision
➢ Giving the world’s citizens access to earlier and more accurate diagnosis for multiple diseases through a new generation 

of testing services, driven by our A.I platforms and A.I Clinics.

➢ Helping the world’s un-diagnosed and mis-diagnosed citizens get access to simpler and more affordable screening 

services that could have the potential to save millions of lives and in turn improve longevity.



BACKGROUND



* Global Report on Diabetes 2019 (World Health Organization)
** World Alzheimer Report 2018: the state of the art of dementia research: new frontiers
*** Heart Diseaseand Stroke Statistics-2019 At-a-Glance (American Heart Association)

Ageing is A Global Megatrend

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE(AD)

There are more than 50 million dementia

patients globally.**

Created a global economic burden 

of more than $1 trillion in 2018.

DIABETES

Globally, an estimated 422 million adults 

were living with diabetes in 2014.*

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

accounted for more than 17.6 

million deaths per year in 2016. ***

422 million 50 million 17.6 million

As the world continues to age rapidly, age-related diseases have become one the main 
healthcare burden for all governments.
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* This projection is the present value of future costs and includes medical and long-term care costs calculated from the year prior to the development of MCI and continuing until  death.
** 2018 Alzheimer’s Disease Facts and Figures

Healthcare and the Global Opportunity

ABOUT US

Evidence shows that early diagnosis and intervention of 
key diseases can not only help postpone or ameliorate 
symptoms but also lead to enhanced longevity.

The cumulative cost of medical and long-term care expenditures for Alzheimer 
disease is around $47.1 trillion in 2018 for U.S only*. Early diagnosis and 

intervention can yield savings of up to $7.9 trillion. **

Besides, early diagnosis is also a significant component for 
pharmaceutical Companies to gain access to a key demographic 
for clinical trials that can expedite drug discovery.



NO Affordable and Accurate Early Stage Universal Testing for AD

Current Pain Points and Significant Opportunity

Painful Expensive Inaccurate 

Normal MRI AD patient’s MRIPositron emission tomographyInvasive cerebrospinal fluid
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Who is 
Aladdin

?

Aladdin is a Healthcare Technology company that is
developing novel and potentially more cost-effective early
diagnosis services for age related disease using:

Bioinformatics approaches 

including the high quality 

longitudinal age related data

Results from the latest scientific 

research from our partner network

Proprietary A.I technologies including 

machine learning and deep learning



We have developed A.I powered risk prediction and early diagnosis prototypes, using multimodal data, including: 

* These are actual images of the Aladdin’sproducts.
* These products are prototypes and are at the validation stage, before seeking regulatory approval then subsequent commercialisation.

A prototype which highlights the risk areas 
for Alzheimer's Disease on a full brain image 

at an accuracy of 92%. 
Which exceeds the industry standard.

Aladdin’s A.I Platform
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Blood Tests Brain Imaging

A prototype for the early detection of 
Alzheimer’s Disease using advanced A.I on 
blood tests and genetic data. We have 
achieved 85% accuracy.

Cardiovascular Imaging

A prototype which provides image 
segmentation to assist the diagnosis 
process.  It currently has 30 features 

including 3D views and 3D rendering.



Age-related Knowledge Graph
*Under development currently at prototype stage*

We are using A.I and text mining techniques 
to extract and integrate millions 

of relationships among diseases, targets, 
compounds, biomarkers and genes.

Proprietary A.I Clinics
*Under development currently at prototype stage*

In the future we plan to integrate clinics with 
Aladdin's platform and services resulting in 
early diagnosis, optimized treatments and 

actionable insights for patients.

A.I Assisted Wearable Devices
*Under development currently at prototype stage*

We plan to work with 3rd party, CFDA
Approved, Wearable Devices and install
Aladdin’s proprietary A.I software which 

monitors multiple vital signs for age-related 
disease.

Future Pioneering Products
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Pain point 1:
Expensive and painful early 

diagnosis testing.

Impact 3:
Valuable ecosystem for 

pharmaceutical Companies.

Pain point 2:
Huge economic burden for age-

related disease.

Impact 4:
Assist cutting-edge scientific 

research.

Impact 2:
Enhance healthcare 

management globally.

Impact 1:
Cost-effective tests and 
diagnosis for everyone.

Aladdin’s A.I Platform

A.I clinics A.I assisted wearable 
devices

Powered by Blockchain

Pain point 3:
High failure rate of clinical trials.

What Aladdin Can Offer

ABOUT US

*The final products are under development, currently at prototype 
stage*
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Globally Recognised 
Scientific Advisors

Experienced 
Management Team

Extensive Global 
Partnership 

Network

Award Winning A.I 
Team

Access to High Quality
Longitudinal Datasets

WHY US

COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGES



What Makes 
Aladdin Unique

?
Collaborating to develop a new generation 
of liquid biopsies, blood tests and 
diagnostic tools

Which we hope will significantly boost screening rates 
and have the potential to help save millions of lives 
by providing more accuracy, convenience, affordability.

Improved Healthy Ageing
Targeting multiple age-related diseases to enhanced longevity.

Experienced Management, Scientific 
and A.I development team

An award winning technology team, advised by 
globally recognised scientists in the field of ageing, and 
led by experienced executive management.

Collaboration with industry renowned 
partners

In the fields of biomarker research, drug development 
and age-related science.

Access to Global Industry Partners
We have cemented key relationships in Europe, 

India and China to validate our products and services 
giving us potential future access to the global market.
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➢ Professor of Molecular Neurogenetics at the University of Cambridge.

➢ The Deputy Director of the Cambridge Institute of Medical Research (CIMR).

➢ The Academic Lead of the Alzheimer's Research UK (ARUK) Cambridge Drug Discovery Institute.

➢ UK Dementia Research Institute Professor.

➢ A fellow of the Royal Society and the Academy of Medical Sciences.

➢ Received highly cited researcher rewards from Clarivate Analytics and Thomson Reuters

➢ Has published more than 300 papers in well-known international journals including Nature (Image Factor 43) and Cell

(Image Factor 36). More than 5,000 times.

➢ The research direction chaired by Professor David Rubinsztein has long been funded by the British Cancer Research

Fund, the British Dementia Institute and the Wellcome Foundation, with a total amount of more than millions of

pounds.

PROF. DAVID RUBINSZTEIN
Chief Scientific Advisor 

WHY US

World leader in the field of autophagy, particularly in the context of 
neurodegenerative diseases.
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➢ President-elect of the Midsouth Computational Biology and Bioinformatics Society (MCBIOS).

➢ Lifetime Professor and Chief Bioinformatics Officer at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (USA).

➢ Founder of the System Biology and Personalized Medical Center, Indiana USA (2007-2016).

➢ Winner of the “Cancer Cell Drug Discovery Grand Challenge”by Innocentive.com (2012).

➢ The world's top 100 AI drug R & D leaders selected by the United States in 2019; published more than 160 papers in

well-known international journals; holds more than ten domestic and foreign patents

➢ Professor Chen has participated in and hosted a number of U.S. national-level project studies (a total amount of tens of

millions of dollars), and participated in the establishment of many bioinformatics-related innovativecompanies

PROF. JAKE CHEN
Lead Bioinformatics Advisor

“Top 100 A.I Leaders in Drug Discovery and Healthcare”
~ Deep Knowledge Analytics (2019).
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➢ World's Leading Neuroscientist, researching for neuronal signaling in the central nervous system for more

than 30 years.

➢ Senior Professor of Medicine, University of Oslo.

➢ Fellow of the Royal Norwegian Academy of Sciences.

➢ Fellow of the Norwegian Academy of Sciences and Arts.

➢ NO-Age Current Member.

➢ Published more than 280 literatures, including in well-known journals such as Nature. His literatures has

been cited more than 26,000 times.

PROF. JON STORM-MATHISEN
Lead Advisor for Neurological Research

Providing a theoretical basis for the four Alzheimer's drugs currently 
on the market.
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➢ His scientific research achievements have been widely reported by Norwegian and domestic mainstream media several times in the

past two years; he has won the Medical Science Award in 2020 from the Royal Norwegian Academy of Sciences and Literature

(Norway's oldest academician college).

➢ His research interests include the basic molecular mechanisms of human aging and related diseases, and focus on the role of NAD+

in the fight against human aging. Current research directions include: mitochondrial autophagy mechanism, the relationship

between mitochondrial autophagy and Alzheimer's disease, screening of mitochondrial autophagy-inducing substances

➢ Key research results: Professor Fang Fei first proposed the association between mitochondrial autophagy and Alzheimer's disease

in the world, providing new ideas and major breakthroughs for the early diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer's disease and other

elderly diseases.

➢ Professor F. Fang has published more than 90 academic papers in well-known international journals such as Natural Molecular and

Cell Biology Sub-Journal (Image Factor 43) and Cell (Image Factor 36). The literature has been cited more than 2,800 times.

ASSOC. PROF. EVANDRO F. FANG
Lead Advisor for Biomarker Discovery

The Fang Group (UiO and Ahus, Norway)
A leading scientific lab on NAD+ and ageing research



Prof. Linda Hildegard Bergersen

❖ The member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters.
❖ Obtained her PhD at the University of Oslo in 2001 under the supervision of Ole Petter Ottersen.
❖ She established the “Brain and Muscle Energy Group” in Oslo in 2004, and in Copenhagen in 2011.
❖ She is currently a  Professor of Physiology at the University of Oslo and part time Professor of Neurobiology of Aging at the 

University of Copenhagen.

Prof. Henrik Schirmer

❖ Professor in cardiovascular epidemiology at the University of Oslo, working part time as 

senior consultant in clinical cardiology.
❖ He has published over 130 papers in peer-reviewed journals including papers in New 

England Journal of Medicine, Ci rculation, and Heart.

Other Scientific Advisory Board Members
Prof. Geir Selbæk

❖ Research director and professor at the Norwegian National Advisory and professor at the 
Faculty of medicine, University of Oslo.

❖ Currently, he is leading a large Norwegian population study that will provide va lid estimates 
for the prevalence of dementia in Norway, as well as new knowledge about modifiable risk 
factors of dementia in a Norwegian setting.

❖ He has published 125 scientific papers ci ted in PubMed. In 2018 he received the Norwegian 
dementia research price from the National association of public health.

Dr Guang Yang

❖ An honorary lecturer with the Neuroscience Research Centre, Cardiovascular and Cell 
Sciences Institute, St. George’s, University of London.

❖ He is also an image processing physicist and honorary senior research fellow working at 
Cardiovascular Research Centre, Royal Brompton Hospital. 

❖ He published more than 70 papers in medical image analysis and AI in healthcare.
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Prof. Hilde Loge Nilsen

❖ The member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters. Currently she is 
the research director of EpiGen in Akershus University Hospital, and the Professor 
at the Department of Cl inical Molecular Biology in University of Oslo. 

❖ She has published over 60 papers in peer-reviewed journals including 
papers within ‘Molecular Cell’, ‘Nature Communications’ and ‘Nucleic Acids 
Research’.



WADE SMITH

CHAI RMAN AND CEO

16 years of emerging markets and entrepreneur  direct private 

investment experience in Russia  and China. He has built, 

invested, and sold  multiple technology and healthcare 

businesses in  both of thesemarkets.

BIMAL SHAH

COO

Extensive experience from startups to multinationals,  

enabling digital solutions, business transformation and  

bringing existing companies into the digital world by creating  

new solutions with technology.

DR. PHILIP JACOBS

CTO

15 years experience in creating agile teams, with  a focus on 

software development,  infrastructure, business intelligence,

operational  support to transform businesses with digital  

solutions.

PAUL SITOH

HEAD OF BLOCKCHAI N TECHNOLOGY

Over 10 years of development experience from  mobile to backend

systems. Paul hasled the delivery  of two Hyperledger Fabric based 

projects for the  finance industry and is a trailblazer for Blockchain  

technology.

ZHANGMING NIU

DI RECTOR OF DATA SCIENCE

10 years extensive experience in designing and managingcloud

computing and big data products for governments, world leading

companies, universities and research institutions.

HAMISH BADENOCH

DIRECTOR
Deloitte trained Chartered accountant, with  substantial

experience across awide range  of multinational corporation in the  

technology, insurance, and investment  sector.

Management Team
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❖ Scientists:2 Kaggle Grand Masters who ranks top 100 of 1.3 million data 

scientists from Kaggle. Research scientists from Oxford University and 

Imperial College London.

❖ Top Publications: Nature, Machine Intelligence, IEEE, ACM, ISBI, TMI, 

MICCAI, etc.

❖ Team achievements: 30 + A.I Awards, including the following: .

•ACM KDD CUP 2018 A.I Contest 1st place

•Digital China Innovation Contest Grand Final, DCIC 2019 1st place

•China Innovation and Creativity Competition (ICC) 2018 1st place

•2018 CCF Big Data & Computational Intelligence Contest 1st place

•2018 Meinian One Health Hypertension Prediction Contest 1st place

Multiple Award-Winning A.I Team
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Norway：NO-Age
Norwegian Centre for Healthy Aging Research Centre for 
Age-related Diseases
NO-Age has 3 Nobel Prize Winners and a significant 
number of world leading scientists

United States: 
Leading University
University of Alabama School of Medicine

Future cooperation: 
Mayo Clinic

United Kingdom: 
Leading University
Imperial College London
University of Cambridge

Future cooperation: 
Dementia Platform UK (DPUK)
University of Oxford

China: IIAT
Imperial Institute of Advanced Technologies
Research instutute on AI healthcare

India：OHM (OurHealthMate)
One of the largest medical platforms in India

Global Partners and Network
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United Kingdom:
At advanced discussions with 
Dementia Platform UK which would 
lead to potential access to up to 
3,000,000 patients multi-modal 
data.

More than 1,000 labelled Heart CT 
and MRI scans.

India：
650,000 anonymised individual 
medical reports and 75,000 
processed database records.

Access to Global Data Resources

China:
Over 2,000,000 electronic health 
records and over 2000 patients' 
MRI images.

Norway and Scandinavia:
Age-related data collected from studies with 
116,000 participants in total.

United States: 
Negotiating in progress.
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Data Types

Tabular Data

❖ Demographic Info

❖ Clinical Records

❖ Blood Tests

❖ Genetic (APOE status)

Text Data

Cognitive Test

Image Data

❖ Retinal Images

❖ CT Scans

❖ MRI

❖ PET

Other Data Type:

❖ Wearable Device

❖ Records

❖ ECG, EGG

❖ CSF

Norwegian National 
Biobank

10 years
170,000 people

Holistic data

The Tromsø Study

NorCog
Norwegian Registered 

Bioinformatics 
Database of People 

with Cognitive Disorder 

HUNT Studies

40+ years of history

40,000+ patients

35+ years of history

120,000+ people

15+ years of history
40 health centers

10,000+ patients

Norway as an example

WHY US

Access to Global Data Resources
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2020

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Prototype for Blood and Image based Diagnosis
• MVP(minimal viable product) validation in Europe, U.S andChina.

Prototype for A.I assisted wearable devices
• Develop a prototype software for 3rd party wearable devices that is focused 

on healthcare and health monitoring for Age-related diseases. .

Blood and Image based Diagnosis

• Commence the Patent Applications in China, Europe and U.S

• Carry out official product trials with hospitals and clinics.

A.I assisted wearable devices
• Start cooperation with a wearable device company to input our software into 

their 3rd party devices.

Blood and Image based Diagnosis
• Commence the applications for CFDA, CE Mark and FDA

A.I assisted wearable devices
• Commence the Patent and CFDA, CE Mark and FDA applications for the 

device software

A.I Clinic
• Partner with an existing clinicto integrate our A.I platform into their traditional 

services.

MILESTONES



Q1

Q2

Blood and Image based Diagnosis
• Expand the A.I Early Diagnosis Service to incapsulate other age-related diseases 

such as Parkinson’s Disease and Cardiovascular Disease.

.

A.I Clinic

• Increase the number of clinics that we work with.

• Expand to multiple age-related disease such as Parkinson’s Disease and 

Cardiovascular Disease.

Blood and Image based Diagnosis

• Commence the applications for FDA, CFDA and CE Marks for the new disease types.

• Carry out official product trials with hospitals and clinics.

A.I assisted wearable devices
• Deploy the A.D Healthcare Wristband to insurance partners andA.I clinics in collaboration 

with the 3rd party provider of wearable devices.

2021

MILESTONES

Blood and Image based Diagnosis
• Reach a cooperation agreement with 1 hospital partner.
• Deploy trial product to a hospital or clinic.
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I. Product Demo: Blood Test Service
II. Product Demo: Image Analytic Platform
III. Technology Demo
IV. Competitive Advantages
V. First phase project summary
VI. Detailed financial model 



I. Product Demo

Innovative Blood Test Service

Our Solution:

A.I Diagnosis Based on Blood Test

Accuracy:

The prototype has achieved 85% accuracy for diagnosing AD through our A.I model based on blood test results. 

These diagnostics will now be validated through our partner network, before in the future applying for various 

patent and regulatory approvals.

The Technology:

Our A.I solution for blood testing is based on an ensemble of multimodal machine learning algorithms, including 

a suite of supervised machine learning algorithms and unsupervised machine algorithm. Supervised machine 

learning techniques, such as SVM, Random Forest, Neural Networks, LightGBM, Xgboost, are used to learn the 

relationships of the key biomarkers, demographic information (such as age, gender), gene and blood test results. 

The unsupervised machine algorithm creates an AD disease progression model, which do not relay techniques 

on prior knowledge of disease status, but rather aim to extract a picture of how all biomarkers evolve 

concurrently during the disease.



* Actual images of Aladdin product

I. Product Demo

Innovative Blood Test Services

Blood Test analytics services

Medical samples

1000+
Blood Based biomarkers

60+

➢ We plan on offering a potential new generation blood 
biopsy tests, driven by AI, for different types of age-related 
diseases such as Cardiovascular disease and Alzheimer's 
Disease.

➢ We are currently building a biomarker panel and AI model 
from:



II. Product Demo

Advanced Image Analytic Platform

What is our advanced image analytic platform:

➢ This platform will be an advanced medical image analytic platform that integrates our A.I in order to assist doctors on 

the diagnosis of medical image data.

Why the industry need this platform:

➢ There is currently no software to directly measure the size and shape of the lesion area.

➢ For complex diseases, lesions can be small, which can be easily ignored by the doctors.

➢ Medical images can be damaged due to manual and machine errors.



* Actual images of Aladdin product

II. Product Demo

Image Analytic Service

30 functions including: 3D views, 
3D rendering, etc.

types of organs and tissue 
including brain, heart, lung7types of image formats5

➢ Provides prototype that will facilitate image segmentation 
services for multiple age relative diseases including:

• Dementia / Alzheimer's Disease
(covered by existing prototype)

• Cardiovascular Disease
(covered by existing prototype)

• Brain Tumors
(covered by existing prototype)

• Lung Cancers
(in process of development)

➢ Generate medical reports to assist doctors' diagnosis

Prototypes on the Advanced Image Analytic Platform



* Actual images of Aladdin product

II. Product Demo

Prototypes on the Advanced Image Analytic Platform

Automatic annotation of the potential disease area by 
A.I model *

Our potential technological breakthrough:

❖ The prototype has the ability to reconstruct 3D images based on the 

2D medical images with assistance of deep learning models.

❖ This can highlight potential disease areas for Alzheimer's Disease and 

other age-related diseases based on our A.I diagnosis model.

❖ Thereby potentially improving medical image quality 

by A.I algorithms such as super resolution and data reconstruction.



* This is a model of the planned design for Aladdin’s Disease-centric Knowledge Graph 

III. Other Significant Potential

Disease-centric Knowledge Graph

➢A.I and text mining techniques will be used to 
extract and integrate millions of relationships 
among diseases, targets, compounds, biomarkers 
and genes.

➢ This could potentially be utlised to uncover and 
understand the genetic and biological drivers of 
diseases. 

➢ This could also facilitate the discovery of potential 
novel biomarkers, targets, disease pathways for 
early diagnosis and drug discovery.

Precursor for the next generation of A.I Drug Discovery Platform(AIDD)


